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Twin-roll cast aluminum strips based on EN AW 3003 alloy with a small addition of Zr and Cr further processed
by constrained groove pressing (CGP) were studied in this work. Vickers microhardness measurements were used
to investigate an inhomogeneous distribution of microhardness as a result of an inhomogeneous strain distribution
imposed by CGP. Results are consistent with the finite element method simulations of the total equivalent plastic
strain which predicts higher accumulated strain in areas close to the edges of CGP dies. Microhardness saturates
after two CGP cycles due to a dynamic recovery. Electron backscatter diffraction, light optical microscopy and
transmission electron microscopy were used to study grain and dislocation structure and to compare domains with
higher and lower microhardness. The sample after 3 CGP cycles exhibits an unusual mechanical behavior. Domains
with higher microhardness exhibit a higher degree of recovery with a lower dislocation density than domains with
lower microhardness.
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1. Introduction

Combining of unconventional materials and new cast-
ing and forming methods could lower financial costs and
environmental burden in the sheet producing industry.
Therefore, established technologies have to be modified
in order to fulfill the demands on formability, hardness,
high temperature resistance and other characteristics of
the material. The twin-roll casting (TRC) minimizes a
number of processing steps which allows production of
sheets and strips with required thickness, partially omit-
ting several steps such as cropping, additional rolling or
annealing. High cooling rates during TRC lead to grain
refinement, formation of finely dispersed primary parti-
cles and solid solution with high supersaturation [1]. On
the other hand, inhomogeneity, such as band structure
and central segregations, can be found in TRC strips [2].
TRC strips cast to the final thickness therefore have to
be subjected to several enhanced processing steps if their
potential should be fully exploited. These include heat
treatment, severe plastic deformation (SPD) or combina-
tion of both.

SPD-processed metals usually contain finer grains and
high amount of dislocations as a consequence of under-
going plastic deformation [3]. Increase of strength comes
from both grain size-related strengthening (proportional
to an inverse square root of the grain size through Hall–
Petch relation) [4] and dislocation-related strengthening
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(proportional to a square root of the dislocation den-
sity) [5]. Results in an agreement with these relations
were obtained e.g. by Tsuji et al. [6]. They performed
tensile tests on accumulative roll-bonding (ARB) alu-
minum and interstitial-free steel having grain sizes rang-
ing from 20 µm to 0.2 µm, and found that grain refine-
ment by SPD led to tensile strength 2.7–3.4 times larger
than that of the initial materials.

On the other hand, some experiments performed on
materials with fine grains brought results which differ
from the Hall–Petch relation. Kamikawa et al. [7] in-
vestigated a relationship between the yield strength and
the grain size of pure aluminum produced by ARB and
annealing. They showed that the variation of the yield
stress with respect to the grain size significantly devi-
ated from the conventional Hall–Petch relation for the
grain size smaller than 10 µm. Gubicza et al. [8] showed
that the yield strength of metals (Al, Al–Mg alloys, Cu
and Ni) processed by equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP) could be described solely by the dislocation-
related strengthening using the Taylor equation without
consideration of the grain size effect, as a first approxima-
tion. Thus, for SPD-processed metals, the degree of the
grain size-related strengthening relative to the observed
yield strength has not been fully understood [3].

Moreover, UFG materials sometimes show unexpected
mechanical properties. It was reported that their
strength could increase by annealing and decrease by pre-
deformation which was called “hardening by annealing
and softening by deformation” [6, 7, 9–12]. These phe-
nomena are entirely opposite to the typical behavior of
materials with the grain size lager than several tens of mi-
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crometers [9]. Experiments performed on TRC AA3003
aluminum alloy subjected to ECAP also reported this
anomalous behavior [10].

It can be explained by the correlation between the
strength and the density of dislocation sources in the
nanostructured metals. Firstly, dislocations are activated
and multiplied with difficulty within the annealed ultra-
fine grains due to their small size and low density of dis-
location sources. In the SPD processed materials or pre-
deformed ones, however, free dislocations as well as dis-
location sources remain in the microstructure, resulting
in relatively easier yielding [6, 7, 9].

This work is focused on constrained groove pressing
(CGP) which seems to be one of the most promising
SPD methods producing strip and plane materials. Pres-
ence of the phenomenon of softening by deformation or
dynamic recovery was investigated on EN AA3003 alu-
minum alloy with small additions of Zr and Cr.

2. Experimental
The EN AA3003 aluminum alloy with a chemical com-

position shown in Table I was used in this experiment.
The industrially prepared TRC material was cut into

samples with dimensions 60 mm (RD), 80 mm (TD) and
7 mm (ND) by a diamond saw. These samples were de-
formed by the CGP method with die grooves parallel
to the rolling direction. The width of grooves is 7 mm
(Fig. 1). Up to three CGP cycles were applied for the
specimen preparation. One CGP cycle consist of 4 steps
— 2 corrugating and 2 straightening which can together
apply effective strain of 1.16, according to the analytical
formula [13].

TABLE IComposition of the studied material [wt.%]

Mn Fe Si Cu Zr Cr Al
1.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 ∼ 0.1 balance

Fig. 1. Scheme of one CGP cycle geometry (a), corru-
gating (b), (d) and flattening (c), (e).

Samples were polished by SiC papers and diamond sus-
pensions up to 1 µm fineness. Vickers microhardness
measurements were done with a load of 100 g (HV0.1).
In order to reveal detailed microhardness distribution on
cross-section the measurements were done on a large area
20× 6 mm2 with a high indent density (around 1500 in-
dents per sample).

Light optical microscopy (LOM) in polarized light
was performed on the same samples in order to map
the grain structure. These specimens were etched

electrolytically with Lectropol 5 in the Barker solu-
tion (400 ml H2O and 12 ml 35%HBO4 at 18 ◦C),
and observed with Olympus GX51 microscope. Images
were processed by Nis-Elements AR 3.0 software.

Samples for electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
were polished in the same way as the ones for micro-
hardness measurements, and subsequently electrolyti-
cally etched with Lectropol 5 in 33%HNO3 solution at
−19 ◦C and 15 V for 15 s. The EBSD mapping was car-
ried out in FEI Quanta 200 scanning electron microscope
on “harder” (with higher microhardness) and “softer”
(with lower microhardness) domains of the cross-section.

Samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
were cut and polished to approximately 0.15 mm thick-
ness and then electrolytically etched with Tenupol 2 in
33%HNO3 solution at −19 ◦C. The TEM observations
were done in JEOL JEM 2000FX operated at 200 kV.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microhardness

Microhardness measurements of the as-cast material
revealed inhomogeneous microhardness distribution. Pe-
ripheral areas of the TRC material exhibit higher micro-
hardness as a result of higher cooling rate during casting
in the surface areas [2]. Average microhardness of the as-
cast material is (54±1)HV0.1. A difference of microhard-
ness between surface and central areas is approximately
5 HV0.1 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Light optical micrograph (left) and microhard-
ness distribution (right) of the as-cast specimen.

The material experienced significant increase of micro-
hardness after the first CGP cycle suppressing the differ-
ence between peripheral and central areas (Fig. 3). On
the other hand, the microhardness maps revealed alter-
nating areas with higher and lower microhardness cor-
responding to the groove periodicity of the deformation
dies. That is in a qualitative accordance with the finite
element method (FEM) simulation of the total equiva-
lent plastic strain as a consequence of slight shifting of
the samples during corrugation steps and bending defor-
mation on groove edges (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Light optical micrograph (I) along with microhardness distribution (II) and FEM simulation of total equivalent
plastic strain (III) of the specimen after 1 CGP (a), 2 CGP (b), 3 CGP (c).

Subsequent CGP cycles result in saturation of average
microhardness (Fig. 4) which almost does not exceed the
microhardness reached in the harder areas after 1 CGP
cycle (Figs. 3b, c). Domains with a lower microhard-
ness are reduced in favor of domains with higher micro-
hardness. Increase of the average microhardness remains
lower than the standard deviation of measurements after
the second and third CGP cycle (Fig. 4). This behavior
corresponds well to experiments performed on aluminum
processed by ECAP, ARB or CGP [3 ,11, 12, 14] where
saturation was also observed.

Fig. 4. The influence of the number of CGP passes on
microhardness.

3.2. Light optical microscopy

A periphery of the as-cast strip contains finer and more
flattened grains than the central area (Fig. 2) exhibiting
higher hardness in accordance with Hall-Petch relation.

After the CGP deformation the difference between sur-
face and central areas is suppressed (Fig. 3). A grain
size (respective grain volume) remains approximately un-
changed. Originally parallel flattened grains in the as-
cast state are bent and turned to varying directions dur-
ing CGP creating waves which reflect the periodicity of
the groove dies. Central segregation is spread by defor-
mation and forms black wavy discontinuous lines in the

center of samples (Fig. 3). Formation of cracks during
the second and third CGP cycle, displayed as black lines
extending from the surface, makes further deformation of
this material at room temperature unattainable.

3.3. TEM and EBSD

TEM of the as-cast sample shows the material con-
taining a relatively low dislocation density (Fig. 5) with
dislocations arranged in dislocation walls as commonly
observed in TRC alloys [15].

Fig. 5. Microstructure of the as-cast material, the
EBSD orientation maps (a) and TEM image (b).

Fig. 6. The EBSD orientation maps: after 3 CGP,
softer area (a) and harder area (b).
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Fig. 7. The microstructure: after 3 CGP, softer area
(a) and harder area (b).

CGP leads to a significant hardening. Calculated in-
homogeneity of the total equivalent plastic strain dis-
tribution is replicated by a difference in microstruc-
ture of domains with higher microhardness and domains
with lower microhardness. The EBSD orientation map
exhibits a pronounced fragmentation into subgrains in
the harder domains of the sample after 3 CGP cycles
(Fig. 6b). TEM revealed a well-defined subgrain struc-
ture (Fig. 7). Surprisingly, domains with lower mi-
crohardness have a distinctly higher dislocation density
(Fig. 7a) while harder domains exhibit higher degree of
recovery (Fig. 7b).

The observed anomalous behavior of microhardness is
in a good agreement with recent works on SPD materi-
als [11–13, 16] and is related to dynamic recovery and
polygonization due to the adiabatic heating emerging
during deformation [13, 14, 16].

The most probable explanation of this phenomenon
is that free dislocations as well as dislocation sources
present in SPD processed materials make the yielding rel-
atively easier than yielding of the material with recovered
subgrains where it is difficult to activate and multiply
dislocations within the small grains or subgrains [6, 7, 9–
12]. As a result higher hardness was observed in the ma-
terial with the higher accumulated deformation energy
and higher degree of recovery.

4. Summary

CGP forms alternating domains with higher and
lower microhardness in the EN AA 3003 TRC aluminum
alloy. Their distribution is in a qualitative accordance
with the FEM simulation of the total equivalent plas-
tic strain but unlike the simulation microhardness
saturates due to the dynamic recovery confirmed by
TEM observation and EBSD measurements. Unexpect-
edly, harder domains, also with higher accumulated
deformation, have a lower dislocation density. The
most probable explanation is that a material with a lack

of free dislocations and dislocation sources requires more
energy to activate and multiply dislocations within the
small grains or subgrains which makes deformation of the
harder domains more difficult.
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